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Making The First Round For Harvest 2015
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We kicked harvest off a bit different this year at Pask Farms. We had seeded 50 acres
of wheat north of the yard and were able to get Murray’s four antique combines out to
do some harvesting. It was a good day as everyone took a turn driving one of the old
ones.
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Once again Gavin made his way out to look at most of the contract fields. Overall
things are looking better than last year. There is more seed out there and generally
less weeds. Depending where you are located, you may have experienced close to
drought conditions and flood conditions all in one year. Again there were some
problem weeds showing up. Kochia, cleavers, sweet clover and Canada thistle would
be the top four. Most growers are making progress on kochia and cleavers by using
Group 14 chemicals like Authority and Valterra as well as Edge (Group 3) and by
reducing the use of Group 2 (Odyssey) products. As for the sweet clover and
Canada thistle issue, there are fewer options. If you establish the alfalfa with wheat,
you can spray Embutox (2,4-DB). That controls the seedlings of sweet clover and
Canada thistle. The best solution for sweet clover in seed crops is hand rouging, if
you can find enough help to do it. Pardner in July during the seed year also provides
fair control on sweet clover and Canada thistle. It shuts the plant down and stops the
seed from developing. That way Canada thistle and sweet clover seeds don’t
mature and contaminate the seed lot.

Alfalfa Seed Field Spring Management Trials
Many growers try to burn and/or lightly till alfalfa seed fields in the spring. The goal of this is to
kill winter annuals, break down old stubble to reduce disease and insect populations, and smooth any
mole hills or sprayer ruts. At the same time, we want to minimize any damage to the overall alfalfa
stand. We had mentioned in the spring newsletter that we had purchased a Salford vertical tillage
machine and were planning on doing some trials with it. We ended up using this machine on some
acres on all of our fields, including first year seed stands. Our trials included:
1) Check (which was untouched)
2) One pass with the Salford set at about 1.5” deep, using 8 wave disks for maximum soil disturbance
3) Two passes with the Salford (3 days apart, with the 2nd pass perpendicular to the first pass)
4) Burnt and one pass with the Salford
5) Burnt with no further tillage
We found the best visual result was treatment #4, burning and one pass with the Salford. The
burning got rid of both the crop residue and overwintered insect population. The single Salford pass
broke up any remaining residue, and smoothed the sprayer ruts quite well. Of course, when you burn
and do intensive vertical tillage, you end up with a very black field that has a high risk for soil erosion
until the alfalfa starts to grow. The second best treatment would be #3, two passes with the Salford
three days apart. This treatment seemed to work well as it broke up the trash and leveled the ruts.
The single pass with the Salford, treatment #2, did not work as good. It might have been the fact that
in our 3 foot rows the stems were too concentrated to break up in one pass. In a solid seeded field
one pass might work better than on row cropped alfalfa. Treatment #5, just burning, worked well for
the residue and insects, but you did not fill in any ruts so you still had a rough field.
Since burning does not work on every field due to lack of residue, location, weather etc., the
two passes with the Salford worked well. We also found you could fill in ruts in water runs with two
passes at 90 degrees to each other. Another plus was less stones brought up by the Salford vs.
heavy harrowing or mole hill shovels. The alfalfa plants on our first year fields were not well enough
established to withstand both burning (heavy wheat stubble) and vertical tillage. Two passes with
vertical tillage did break down the stubble and smooth ruts, but working too deep resulted in excessive
damage to the alfalfa plants. There was also more alfalfa damage in the wetter areas.
We measured soil temperatures comparing the treatments. The burnt and the Salford areas were
15°C compared to 12°C in the
untouched area. With the ground
blackened up, it is not surprising to
see it warmer. With the warmer
soil, you should have quicker
growth and I think we did see that.
Also with the residue broken up and
buried, there was less presence of
disease in the alfalfa stands early in
the season. With the initial disease
pressure reduced, this makes the
timing of first fungicide application
work well at the end of June.
Field was burnt, then
one pass with the
The final and most important
Salford. The picture
measurement is the final seed yield
was taken about two
for each treatment. Final results
weeks after operation.
will be measured at harvest, and
Just starting to green
published in our next newsletter.
up. 3’ row spacing.
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Additional Trials on the Farm
In addition to the vertical tillage trials, we also have some
fungicide, plant growth regulators, mowing, and
micronutrient trials taking place on some fields. We used
two new fungicides this year; Evito (group 11) and Delaro
(Group 3,11) at the late June fungicide timing. We will
see this fall how they compared to the Priaxor we used
on the rest of the acres. Please note that many of our
experiments involve unregistered products, so proceed
with caution.

We also did a plant growth regulator trial on alfalfa. We
used Manipulator which is new, and Ethrel which has
been around for a while. We sprayed both on the same
field in a different area. Early on you could maybe see a
slight difference in height, but now you cannot tell. We
will have to see if the combine picks up any yield
differences.
We also did a mowing trial on a fourth year field. On May
26, we mowed down a 60 foot wide strip in the field. By
mowing the alfalfa, it physically made the plant shorter
and delayed flowering by around 10 days. This strip is
still a bit shorter in the field with less lodging, so we will
have to see if it translates to yield.

June 26 Nice and clean

For the micronutrient trials, we went at mid-July fungicide timing on five fields. We used Accel Canola
from ATP Nutrition, which has a 2-15-8-2Bo-1.5Zn-1Mn analysis. We wanted to use a product with high
boron and zinc content since boron is important in pollination and zinc in seed formation. It is a highly
plant available product, therefore it gets into the plant better than some products. With all these trials it
will take a bit of time this fall and winter to see if anything has made a difference in yield.

July 25 lodged and diseased

The picture above shows how clean the
fields were this spring. There is just a bit
of black stem showing up on the leaves.
The picture to left shows what happens
after excessive rain that makes the crop
lodge. This was a particular bad area of
the field.
To put these pictures in perspective we
had only 3” of rain up to the 10th of July.
Then the heavens opened up, with a total
of 12.5” since then. The bottom line—you
can’t grow alfalfa seed if it rains lots in
July and August.
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Observations From the Growing Season
Here are a few observations that we had this year. There was a very high level of
alfalfa weevils this spring. We had upwards of 60 per sweep before we sprayed
Lorsban. The Lorsban did a very good job on them and we only had to do a few
acres of cleanup with Matador right before bee release. Some weevils were even
seen in newly planted fields this year. The weevils seem to have spread across
all of Saskatchewan so everyone will have to watch for them next spring. We
ended up not having to spray any insecticide after the bees were released. We
got close to thresholds in a few fields with lygus bug, but had lots of green material
in the field and lots of bees so we did not spray. There seemed to be a lot of
beneficial insects show up late July, early August that kept the bugs in check.
We had cutworm damage in our new seeded alfalfa fields this year. It seems to
be a common occurrence when seeding alfalfa into canola stubble. This is one
thing to keep an eye on if you seed into canola or flax stubble. The damage will
show up on the south west facing slopes first.
We also noticed in a new alfalfa field where we had left the wheat stubble standing
the alfalfa did not lodge as bad. It seemed like the alfalfa was held up by the old
wheat stubble.

Cutworm damage in 2014,
showing up in 2015 crop.

Leafcutter Bee Markets
It was an all right summer for the leafcutters in spite of a late frost, smoke, drought, and floods! As farmers you
need to keep a positive attitude!
Our bee release was early; it was all done by June
26th. Some areas were hit hard with late frost,
Hudson Bay recorded as low as -8 degrees. This
pushed the release date back to the first week of
July in those areas.
All areas were hot and dry in the beginning of July.
However, smoke from northern SK forest fires
hampered bee flight some. It lasted for over a
week, and of course the further north you were the
worse it was.
Parts of SK and AB are still in a terrible drought
situation, you would not wish that on your worst
enemy. Some of that dryness would have been
welcome with us in eastern SK.
With all Mother Nature has thrown our way, she did
give us lots of heat and sunny days which should
make for an average bee return. Our guess is a
1.5X to 2X bees back in SK.
Some bee producers got stung pretty bad last spring when people
If only all the nests were full!
walked away from their promises. The price crashed from $125 to
$80 per gallon before most guys knew what happened. Bee producers may opt to sell quicker this winter, rather than hold out for another $5 per gallon. The USD – CAD exchange
rate is really in our favor, and likely will be for much of the winter. In the long run, high bee prices only encourage
more guys to enter the business and flood the bee market one more time. Low bee prices encourage more alfalfa
seed production in the USA, eventually flooding the seed market.
$90 - $100 CAD per gallon FOB your farm looks reasonable for the 2015 crop. Many producers would definitely
consider selling at this price, but only time will tell where this market will play out.
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Pocket Gopher Control in Alfalfa… Is The War Over?
We have been working many years to eliminate northern pocket
gophers (moles) in alfalfa stands. They cause a lot of problems
The Problem
with harvest management, since you have to cut alfalfa crops
low to the ground. By cutting so low you hit the mole hills and
end up getting dirt in the header and into the combine as well.
This dirt ends up getting smeared onto the alfalfa seed. The
“coated” alfalfa seed makes it very hard to clean, and you end
up losing a lot of good alfalfa seed in the process. Plus there is
the added cost of broken sections, guards, and a few lifter
guards thru the combine. Without the pocket gopher mounds
(mole hills), you can cut the crop lower, faster and get all the
seed that is there. Harvest speeds up. Your fields are a lot
smoother, which makes it easier on all the equipment that must
go over them during the year.
These are the main reasons for controlling the pocket gophers.
Trapping, hand placed baits and fumigants can all be effective,
but that kind of hand labor is hard to find. Plus hand placing
fumigants has associated human health safety concerns.
Over the past 10 years, we developed a solution that works for
us. We took the idea of a machine placing poison bait in an
artificial tunnel, replaced the bait with a fumigant, and designed
a machine that worked in all weather and ground conditions.
Canadian (2,736,999) and USA (8,567,113) patent were issued
to us for “the process of machine placed fumigant in an artificially constructed tunnel”. Controlling pocket gophers is now like picking stones. You drive around with the
tractor looking for a pocket gopher mound (mole hill). When you find one, you drop the machine in the ground
and it makes a tunnel where the deadly fumigant material starts to gas off. The pocket gophers find this tunnel
and are killed by the fumigant. The fumigant is heavier than air, so the toxic gas stays underground. The
best part is that eventually it takes a lot of driving to find a mole hill, whereas those darn stones just keep
showing up.
If you have moles in your alfalfa fields it is worth taking a serious look at using this technology on your farm.
There is the upfront cost of buying the machine and the time to acquire the applicators licence for phostoxin
which is the fumigant we are using at the moment. It will take a few years, but you will win the war if you keep
at it. Right now we go across the fields
in the spring and the fall. The fall is more
important since a very high portion of the
The Solution
gophers that are active are female. We
cover the fields that we are going to seed
down to alfalfa, all fields that are in seed
production, and the fields that were just
taken out of seed production. After
years of getting the gopher population
under control, we now cover about 30
acres per hour, and our cost for fumigant
is about $1.00/acre.
Koenders Manufacturing has started to
build these and they are currently available for sale.

Eliminating any remaining pocket gophers,
spring 2015, just south of our yard
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Alfalfa Seed Market
At this time, it looks like Western Canada will produce more alfalfa seed than 2014.
With the small increase in production acres, and generally better weather, a 25% increase in
pounds produced in SK is very realistic.
The prairie harvest is ahead of the long term average. Alfalfa seed was being
combined in Alberta by the end of August. If the weather cooperates in September, many
Saskatchewan fields will be in the bin before the end of the month.
Alfalfa harvest came early in many regions of the USA, before the end of July in places.
Yields appear to be up considerably from last year.
North America will produce more seed than in 2014; however, forecasted demand still
looks strong. A small crop in 2014 left alfalfa seed inventories quite low worldwide. It appears
right now the 2015 seed crop will be consumed without prices softening as originally thought.
Like oil, wheat, and farm machinery, alfalfa seed prices are based in USA dollars. One
year ago $1.00 US was $1.10 CDN. This past spring for $1.00 USD, it was $1.25 CAD. Currently $1.00 USD is worth about $1.33 CAD. The world is a very uncertain place, with the
Syrian emigrants, the Chinese stock market crash, even the Canadian election is too close to
call. We can’t predict where the Cdn$ - USA$ exchange rate will go.
The important thing to you as an alfalfa seed grower is the current exchange means
more money in your pocket. We cannot guarantee where the price will go. We can say that
we have made sales recently that will put more money in your pocket for seed this fall. If the
market and the exchange rate stay where they are, those sales will bring you:

Good common alfalfa seed - $2.50/lb - picked up in your yard.
Send us samples as soon as you get your alfalfa harvested. If we make a deal we will
get it picked up ASAP. On all common seed we pay within seven days once unloaded here.
We look forward to doing business with you.

Good Luck With Harvest and Safe Farming !!
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